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As an Executive, it was important to see the 2021 National Events played out, and in the face of COVID-19 setbacks, we were able to create the
historical opportunity of a ‘Super Weekend’. With seven events staggered across two days, the Canterbury Hall at Kearneys Road will be home to
plenty of action. From Masters to Juniors, Mat Blacks to 1-5 Year Players, and everyone in between, the broad demographic of our sport will be
well represented. On behalf of NZIB, I would like to wish all competitors the best of luck, and thank Canterbury Indoor Bowling Association for
hosting this event. A big thank you also to Matside Productions who will be on hand to provide as much coverage as possible.
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NZ MIXED PAIRS

Of all the Super Weekend events, the National Mixed Pairs offers a particularly exceptional field riddled with
current and former Mat Blacks.

Upper Hutt’s Ashley Diamond and Sheree Holmes are two of the biggest names in bowls right now, and for good
reason. Highly respected at national and international level, they deliver a high standard of bowls and
consistency wherever they play and it is never a surprise to see them performing well.

Likewise, Simon and Julie Thomas (Ashburton) were dubbed a ‘Power Couple’ in their prime, dominating the
Mixed 6 Bowl Pairs for New Zealand from 2005 - 2011. Simon is extraordinary at his best, and rumour has it,
Julie has returned as though she had never left.

Waikato Mat Blacks Shaun Blackbourn and Joy Archer now hold the torch for the international Mixed 6 Bowl
Pairs and will be looking to add a NZ Mixed Pairs title to their string of other pairs wins. Newly named Mat
Blacks Captain, Paul Wright, joins forces with former NZ representative Carol Wright to make a fierce mother-
son duo for Auckland. Further adding to the strength of this line up is the powerful combination of Mat Black
Daniel French and South Island Representative Keri Te Tamaki. Both are in hot form and will represent Otago
well.

While it is hard to look past the above contenders, the remaining three teams are more than capable of taking
out the title. Nelson’s Michael Johnston and Mary Jordan have NZ and South Island team experience to draw
from, and Hawkes Bay’s Michael Brown, combining with Susan Taylor, is the respected dark horse in many a
tournament. The absence of Grant l’Ami sees Michelle Watt promoted to skip with Sean Ridley slotting in at
lead, and despite these changes, both are up for the challenge.

NZ HENSELITE SINGLES

The NZ Henselite Singles will also make for an exciting competition with an abundance of National titleholders in the mix, many of whom are no
strangers to singles success. Mat Blacks Gary Low (Southland), Paul Smith (Tauranga), and Simon Thomas (Ashburton) have each represented their
islands in the singles discipline, and all have claimed a win in either a National Championship Singles, National Henselite Singles, or both.

Auckland’s Simon Poppleton and Golden Bay’s Hayden Warnes are better known for their achievements in team events, however their experience
and ability means they can not be discounted. Also in the hunt is Hutt Valley junior, Jordan Keene, who won the NZ Secondary School Singles in
2019 and continues to make a name for himself at senior level.

Anthony Mason (Bush Ruahine) will be a blast from the past for those who know him as the NZ Junior Singles champion of 2004. Anthony made
his return to the sport a few years ago and, while he has been producing plenty of results locally, it will be great to see him back on the national
scene.
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NZ MIXED FOURS

The NZ Mixed Fours have been dominated in the past by Tauranga, North
Taranaki, and Canterbury, none of whom made it past their Zone Final this year.

Many of the contestants here will be vying for their first National Mixed Fours
title, although Hawkes Bay’s Sue Fleming had the pleasure of winning back in
2004. This year she combines with Stuart Niven at skip, and Nigel Parker and
Sara Karl off the front.

The strong North Wellington side of Grant Rayner, Dale Rayner, Jess Moffat, and
Jeff Stuart have played together for several years now, often doing well in their
Centre event. They made it to the national final in 2018 and will no doubt give it
every chance to come up trumps this time around.

Southland’s favourite family team of Gary Low, Graham Low, and Jan Low are
widely known for their consistency, and with the inclusion of Joanne Wilson,
they are a solid pick to go well.

Other teams to look out for are Auckland’s Simon Poppleton, Dan Lowe, Mesha
White and Georgia Fisher, as well as King Country’s Ian Hancock, Liz Morrow,
Carol Lovell and Bryan Wooten.

NZ MASTERS FOURS

The National Masters Fours event was first played in 2019 where it was well-
received by the over 60’s of indoor bowls. Fast forward two and a half years and
our master bowlers are pleased to see it back in action, ready to play out 2021.

It will be hotly contested with 2019 National Masters Triples champion, Barry
Chapman, and 2018 National Masters Pairs champion, Lyn Brittain, among the
field. Barry will skip his Waikato team of Jenny Chapman, Bryn Hardy and Jacky
Cameron, while Lyn plays as three alongside Mike Riceman, George Walker and
Eleanor Holt.

Canterbury’s Mike King and Ann Graham will make a strong skip/three
combination, having both been in the South Island team multiple times in recent
years. Bev Diamond and Dave Bullock as their lead and two only add to their
strength.

Current North Wellington Paterson player, Frank McKenna, is another standout
skip following his winning form in the Napier Easter Fours just last weekend, and
he is every chance to do it again with his team of Mark Andersen, Chris
Robertson and Gail McRoberts.

Nelson’s Mike Johnston and Mary Jordan will be promised a long day, seeing as
they will first be playing in the NZ Mixed Pairs from morning ‘til afternoon. That
could, of course, work in their favour, and they have the lovely Linda Carrick and
Dianne Grouby to give them a lift if need be.
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NZ 1-5 SINGLES

Following the great success of the NZ 1-5 Pairs, it was only natural to
introduce a NZ 1-5 Singles event. The field of seven survived a regional
play off in July 2021, and although they have only had a short career in
indoor bowls, many have had their name up in lights already.

Buzz Abraham, Hawkes Bay, made a national final in the 2018 triples
and also made his debut at Paterson level just last year, while
Canterbury’s Shane Bell reached the South Island Pairs final in 2018.

Both Dylan Foster and Niall Vincer have shown incredible promise
through their AIMS Games and Secondary School performances, and
each have become a solid asset to their local rep teams.

They will come up against Dave Foster (Hutt Valley), Roger Eggeling
(Nelson), and John Perry (Southland) – so the question is: Who will
emerge as the first ever NZ 1-5 Singles Champion?

NZ 1-5 PAIRS

Two father-son combinations team up for the NZ 1-5 Pairs – the Fosters
(Poverty Bay) and Perrys (Southland) – and in both instances, the
teenage sons take charge at skip. Matthew Foster, impressively, will
have played in all three events since its introduction. He won with his
cousin, came second with his brother, and now returns with his dad,
Mike.

Southland’s Shawn and John Perry previously competed in the 1-5 Pairs
in 2019, ultimately finishing third, and with both taking their game to
the next level since, it can be expected that they will be a tough team
to beat.

JC Fuller and Tessa Farley, Auckland, will also be a team to watch. Tessa
comes from a competitive curling background and appears to have
transferred her skills to the indoor scene well. A taste of victory in the
Waikato Mixed Pairs earlier this season is proof that she has potential.

NZ JUNIOR SINGLES

Defending champion, Matthew Foster, is back for his final year of junior bowls. His win in 2020 made him the first Poverty Bay bowler to win the
event, and there is every possibility he could do it again. The new NZIB ruling at the time allowed junior winners and runner ups to compete in the
national final, which is a fantastic opportunity for all centres, but certainly one that Poverty Bay will enjoy. They have several up and coming juniors
to be proud of and their two representatives in Matthew Foster and Nathan Trowell are the stars of what will be a strong field. Just last weekend,
Nathan proved once again that he can foot it with the senior bowlers when he reached the semi-final of the Napier Easter Singles.

There is terrific depth among the contestants, including Shawn Perry (Southland) who will be looking to go one better; the 2020 NZ 1-5 Pairs winning
skip Jordan Newton (Counties); and 2019 NZ Secondary School Singles champion Jordan Keene (Hutt Valley). Keene will be competing in the NZ
Henselite Singles the next day, and pulling off the double would be a remarkable feat!

Only three girls have been crowned Champion since the New Zealand Junior
Singles first began in 1978, the last time being 2009. Canterbury’s Nikita Blair
and Manawatu’s Jorjye Popow are up to the task, with both performing well in
previous years. Jorjye had a dream run last year too, when she achieved the
singles and pairs double at the North Taranaki Open Juniors tournament, as
well as the Manawatu Mixed Fours in that same timeframe.

Young Freddie Persico (Nelson) won the hearts of indoor bowlers at the 2021
Nationals in Blenheim, where he surprised his opposition with some cracking
bowls and consistency. It will be great to see him back at the NZ Junior Singles
where he will be well supported around the hall.

Bowlers from all around the country will be following this event with interest,
and whoever wins will deserve all the accolades that come their way.


